
Network calculations for planning and operating
Using dpPower Analyzer you are able to perform different 
types of calculations in the network that are necessary for 
both planning and operation. The module is fully integra-
ted with the web based mapping tool, dpPower, where 
data necessary for the calculation is already entered. 
Using Analyzer, it is possible to calculate all voltage levels 
simultaneously, and the tool handles both radial and 
meshed networks. The Analyzer module is also available 
for calculation of water, gas and district heating.

Consistency checks for correct network  
information
The network documentation is from the beginning created 
to support the calculation. As new parts of the network are 
added, consistency checks automatically ensure that the 
network is correct from an electrical perspective; it is not 
possible to draw wrong. The Consistency Checker runs on 
both a part of the network as it is created and the entire
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new networks as they are deployed, so many types of 
errors are caught in the early stages. 

Easy to use interface
dpPower Analyzer is web based and thanks to its simple 
user interface, you don´t have be a specialist to perform 
various complex calculations. There are a number of 
reports that you automatically can receive (of the map, 
lists of export to excel, auto schematics, etc.).

There are also pre-defined calculations available i.e. the 
most common network calculations can be performed 
with a single keystroke.

A powerful tool
Analyzer includes of course the usual features such as 
load flow and fault analysis calculations, but also more 
advanced features such as calculation of parallel lines, 
capacitor optimization, loss minimization, management of 
load profiles, etc.



The calculation program can handle more than 100,000 
nodes. Multiple top nodes can be handled via network 
equivalent sources representing the above network for 
voltages, angles and short circuit impedances.

The model for transformers includes voltage regulation. 
Optional nodes can hereby be locked into fixed voltage. 
Generators can be synchronous or asynchronous, and 
the system also handles reactive control.

Capacitor banks, series and shunt reactors are handled 
by the calculation program. The neutral point system 
can be documented as an independent network with 
bus bars, switches, neutral reactors and resistors. Local 
compensation for outsourced neutral reactors is consi-
dered. The impact of motor starts can be simulated.

If Scada system integration is available also the current 
operation mode for switches and various meter readings 
are retrieved in real-time and used in the network 
calculations.

A selection of results from the load flow calculation
› Voltage in volts, voltage drop in%

› Currents in sections, load rate in% (taking into account 
installation method)

› Checking load rating of involved transformers, appara-
tus and protection devices in%. 

› Voltage rigidity in%

›  Power flow

› Load losses and no-load losses (kW kVAr, kWh).

› Capitalized loss costs per section, transformer and 
substation

› Power Margins in each point

› A number of set alarm limits are checked

Results presented after a calculation includes a number 
of important key indexes such as three-phase short-
circuit currents, two-phase short-circuit current, earth 
fault currents as well as all common impedance values 
for each node.

For earth faults in impedance earthed networks the 
result will include resulting earth fault currents, capaci-
tive currents, and neutral point voltage for the neutral 
point, healthy and faulty phase.

The earth fault calculation is performed for both rigid 
earth faults and via resistance. Also earth fault voltages 
and maximum allowed earthing resistance is calculated.

 

To reduce the number of presented sections in the 
network a special network reduction method has been 
introduced to decrease the number of unwanted joints.

This is especially useful when checking short circuit con-
ditions while working with low voltage parallel sections 
containing joints.

Resistance increase due to thermal rise in conductors 
during a short circuit or earth fault is included in the 
calculation and all fuse combinations are checked.

A selection of results from short-circuit calculation

› Fault currents Ik3, Ik2 (MV, HV), Ie (LV), single phase 
earth fault (MV, HV) 

› Allocation of fault currents in parallel sections

› Worst fault case for parallel sections in LV

› Capacitive earth fault currents

› Three-phase short-circuit power (Pk3, Qk3 Sk3)

› All available short circuit impedances

› Fault currents adjusted to reflect phase-shifting 
transformers

› All protection devices are checked according to 
requested tripping times

› Earth fault voltages are calculated and checked against 
allowed values

› Selectivity analysis of radial power supplies

› Alarms obtained for exceeding limits

Load Calculations

Short Circuit Calculations
 ›



Parallel Case Analysis
In the Analyzer module you find a special calcula-
tion function that performs an accurate fault analysis 
calculation of parallel branches with a graphic presenta-
tion. If the parallel sections include joints, an automatic 
reduction of the network will create correct reduced 
result based on the involved conductors.

The heating process can be taken into account either 
by the exact method using temperature coefficients or 
via standard resistance increase factors. Power factors 
can be assigned automatically based on protection and 
conductor type.

Load profiles for individual meters
dpPower Analyzer also has an additional module that 
provides complete support for collecting data from AMR 
systems. Hourly, daily or monthly energy values can be 
handled as well as both active and reactive power. 

Statistical temperature dependent load profiles will be 
calculated for individual meters / customers. This results 
in a full prognosis tool for different seasons, day types 
and temperatures. The forecast model is fully integrated 
with the load calculations and can be performed from 
single hours up to a full year (8760 hours).

The load profile module is also integrated with pure 
template load curves.

If wind power generators have been documented also 
the wind speed is taken into account.

Load Model
The load diversity can be done using diversity constants 
bound to customer categories. These are normally obtained 
when using ISIC codes or similar from customer billing 
systems.

The load diversity can also be obtained via load profiles 
constructed from historical hourly measured values. In this 
case customer classification is not necessary.

General distribution calculations
The necessary electrical data is stored in each object, either 
as individual or as template data via code lists associated 
with objects. All user interaction is done using a change set 
which can be postable or unpostable. 

Objects can be changed, added or deleted without any 
effect on the original database. Furthermore disconnectors, 
circuit breakers, fuses etc. can freely be closed / opened for 
different types of simulations.

Selectivity verification
Fuses, constant and inverse time relays are handled.

The selectivity is also checked passing transformers. A 
short-circuit is simulated in each point. The selectivity can 
be verified over any number of levels of protection. Range 
calculations and control of protective devises load level is 
included.



Different types of standard calculations
› Load Flow Calculations

› Short Circuit Calculations

› Earth fault calculations

› Single phase calculations

› Load calibration

› Selectivity analysis

› Proposed fuse calculation

› Calculation of capacitive no load currents

› Calculation of capacitive zones

Special calculations and functions
› Advanced consistency checking of network docu-

mentation

› Capacitor Optimization

› Fault location

› Extended earth fault calculation 

› Loss minimization

› Reliability calculation

Reports
A number of fixed reports are available:

› Combined Report

› Conductor Report

› Node Report

› HV Load Flow Report

› HV Short Circuit Report

› HV Earth fault Report for transformers

› HV Earth fault Report for multiple neutral points

› Calculation Parameters

› HV Relay Report

› HV Fuse Report

› LV Fuse Report Control

› LV Fuse Report proposal

› LV Relay Report

› LV Impedance Report

› Power Margin Report

› Alarm Report

There are also tools for creating user defined reports 
with links to Excel and PDF.

Loads generally
Load data for load flow calculations can be obtained 
through a number of variations:

› Annual energy from the customer billing system

› Power loads annual max or monthly max from custo-
mer billing system

› Projected loads from network planning

› Template Loads based on percentage of transformer 
rated power

› Template loads based on coding of delivery points

› Measured currents and/or power from Scada systems

› Historical loads from an AMR system

› Summarized loads on substation level from reference 
calculations

› Aggregate loads from underlying network without 
the need for the underlying network to be part of the 
calculation 

› Forecasted power loads from load profile systems, 
taking into account the date, hour,  temperature and if 
necessary also wind

› Production Sources with individually specified 
percentage of production 

All loads can be scaled up or down by a percentage 
factor.
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